S1: Principal Intermolecular Contact Energies
All energies (kJmol -1 ) in the tables below were determined with the PIXEL method. The .cif files which were to be compared were loaded into Mercury CSD.
Using the "Reveal symmetry-generated molecules at click positions" button, a cluster of 24 molecules was built to display the methyl-methyl interactions between slabs of molecules. See Figure S1 for an example using hexylamine. In this case, the hexylamine molecules had to be inverted to allow the underlying coordinates to correspond to those of the other molecules being investigated. Figure S1 : The cluster of hexylamine molecules used for analysis. An end-on view of 12 molecules (a) and a side on view of 12 molecules (b) are shown for clarity.
The lasso tool was then used to select all of the carbon and hydrogen atoms of the chains. Care was taken not to select any atoms from the amine groups of any of the molecules. The "Crystal Packing Feature…" option was then selected from the "Solid Form" menu of Mercury. The graphical interface confirmed that, in the case of hexylamine, 456 atoms from 24 molecules had been selected.
Continuing through the Packing Feature Search, no constraints were added to the number of hydrogens, the number of bonds, the charge or the cyclicity of the molecules, and no atoms or bonds were modified. A medium level of geometric similarity was requested. No distance, angle or torsion parameters were specified.
The hexylamine model was compared to heptyl-, octyl-, nonyl and decylamine for the purpose of this search. The search was then started, and after some time yielded the results as shown in the main body of this paper. This process was then repeated for other structures of interest.
